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www.AmandaStevens.comMy name is Amelia Gray. I'm the Graveyard Queen.Â Restoring lost and

abandoned cemeteries is my profession, but I'm starting to believe that my true calling is

deciphering the riddles of the dead. Legend has it that Kroll Cemetery is a puzzle no one has ever

been able to solve. For over half a century, the answer has remained hidden within the strange

headstone inscriptions and intricate engravings. Because uncovering the mystery of that tiny,

remote graveyard may come at a terrible price.Â Years after their mass death, Ezra Kroll's disciples

lie unquiet, their tormented souls trapped within the walls of Kroll Cemetery, waiting to be released

by someone strong and clever enough to solve the puzzle. For whatever reason, I'm being

summoned to that graveyard by both the living and the dead. Every lead I follow, every clue I

unravel brings me closer to an unlikely killer and to a destiny that will threaten my sanity and a

future with my love, John Devlin.
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I really liked the first book in the series and I like the author's writing style. This book ended on a cliff



hanger though, which I hate. I don't mind series which have continuing story lines, but I like to feel

that there is an end to any book I pay for and read. This one didn't feel like it ended... there were

more unfinished pieces than completed ones.

I've read all the books in this series including the prequel, The Abandoned, and this book has more

twists and turns, creepiness, and imaginative aspects than all the rest put together. The Visitor can

be read as a stand alone, but I think you're doing yourself a disservice if you don't start at the

beginning of the series so that you really get to know Amelia and Devlin. All of Amanda's books

have been page turners that have kept me up late at night to finish and this one is no exception.

Can't wait for The Sinner in September. Besides this wonderful paranormal series, check out her

books, The Whispering Room and The Devil's Footprints, two of my favorite books of all time.

I've been reading Amanda Stevens books for years, but I think she's really coming into her own with

this series, and with this book in particular. The setting--Charleston--is one of my favorites and she

describes it perfectly. I feel like I'm strolling down the sidewalks every time I start to read. And her

main character, Amelia, is just as familiar to me as the streets are. But this time, it seems like she's

got a darker side coming out that I've never seen before. I know I'm going to be surprised by the

twists and turns because I always am with a book by this author but this time...wow. Kroll Cemetery

and everything that goes on there is so creepy. I don't know how she comes up with this stuff but I

hope she keeps it coming.

I have been a fan of this series since I picked up the first one years ago. If you haven't read the

previous books I highly recommend it. The first three books are very good and I wasn't expecting

that the fourth book would blow me away and totally creep me out at the same time.I love the main

character, Amelia, and have really grown attached to her over the past three books. I love how she

has really grown throughout the books. The story is set in Charleston and as a southern born and

raised woman I appreciate that the author understands the South. I think each cemetery is each it's

own character and you feel like you are really there with Amelia.I purchased both the Kindle version

and the audio version so that I could listen while driving. The audio version is just about perfect and

I love the narrator.Although the ending did complete the story arc for this book, it did leave the

reader wanting more at the end. I wish I had a time machine to fast forward and grab the next book.

I can't wait to find out what happens next.



Amanda Stevens has a gift for writing dark, creepy stories that lurk in my mind and make me sleep

with the lights on. This story scared away the sandman and left me living on caffeine for a few days.

I'm still haunted by the second book in this series, which creeps up behind on dark and eerily silent

nights in the woods behind my house.

Amanda Stevens does not disappoint! After anxiously anticipating the release of this, her newest

book, I immediately DEVOURED it as soon as it arrived. Each Graveyard Queen book is filled with

anticipation, dread, and thrills, and this installment certainly lived up to the hype set forth by its

predecessors. Who needs to tend to laundry, eradicate dust bunnies, or provide sustenance for

their offspring??!! Not I! :) Not when I have these riveting words waiting on me. ((Sigh)) I can not

wait for the weekend when I have the opportunity to read The Visitor yet a second time and savor

the words Amanda Stevens has gifted us with. Each Graveyard Queen book is filled with

anticipation, dread, and thrills, and this installment lived up to the hype set forth by its predecessors.

I can not get enough of The Graveyard Queen series. I've read every book available in the series.

Each time I get the newest book I reread the whole series over again. It doesn't get old for me. I

already pre-ordered the next book in the series too. I don't know how I'm going to wait until

September.The visitor had some turns I didn't expect. What I like about this series is you can feel

the characters changing and growing. Admittedly this book left me a little sad but I think I know

what's going on. Of course, just when I think I know there's something to lead me in another

direction.

Another great installation in the series of the Graveyard Queen, and this also is as scary as hell!!!

We have Devlin still haunted, but not by ghosts, or not only at last; and Amelia has more than that

because now entities are back for her help, but it's not so clear. Ghosts are really the most

frightening thing for me so I had to read all the book with the lights on...Un altro grande libro per la

serie de "La regina dei cimiteri" e anche questo mette molta paura!!! Abbiamo Devlin ancora

perseguitato, ma stavolta non dai fantasmi, o almeno, non solo; mentre Amelia, oltre ai soliti, ha

anche altre entita che la cercano perchÃ© le aiuti, ma non Ã© che riescano poi a spiegarsi tanto

bene. Per me i fantasmi sono terrificanti, quindi ho dovuto leggere tutto il libro con la luce accesa....
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